WELCOME!

STADTMANNHEIM
Situated in the intersection point of traffic routes:
By water | by land | in the air

Centrally located in Europe
Main railway junction for the ICE high-speed trains, North-South / Paris-Warsaw
Second-largest freight yard of Germany
Port city

Second-largest inland port of Germany with roll-on/roll-off facilities | container terminals
894,716 employees within the Metropolitan Region, 180,236 of them in Mannheim | 53.3 per cent export ratio
Mannheim, the home town of the bicycle | the automobile | the tractor | the airship – still “productive“ today!
The city’s companies

Significant residential companies
Conversion of military areas – opportunity for urban development in Mannheim

In cooperation with companies and citizens: Shaping the future
People, fairs, markets

Consumer fairs from Maimarkt to tourism | Congress centre | hotels and restaurants
The „Planken“: Investments of prestigious companies
317.744 inhabitants | 79.963 foreign citizens
numerous nationalities - with their own political representation
We are living in a community of Christians, Jews, Muslims – tolerant, co-operative and respectful.
Education ensures potential and creates cohesion
Mannheim: We understand Music

UNESCO City of Music | Music park und Pop-Academy Baden-Württemberg | Representatives for music and popular culture | Cluster management music business
A wide range of cultural activities

Rich cultural life: Museums | galleries | concert halls | theatres | cultural events from classic to avant-garde
National theatre Mannheim – a house with four branches
Award: „Opera of the Year 2015“
A wide range of cultural activities
A wide range of cultural activities

Kunsthalle (Museum of Arts)
Modern masterpieces | Innovative impulses in research & communication
A wide range of cultural activities

TECHNOSEUM
200 years of technical and social history
A wide range of cultural activities

Reiss-Engelhorn-Museums | Internationally operating museums | Outstanding location for exhibitions | Important research centre
Relaxation and recreation

City park “Luisenpark” (with Chinese teahouse and Duojing Garden) | city park “Herzogenriedpark” | forests | lakes | rivers | Palatinate | Odenwald
... to let your spirit flow.
Living it up

Masterful at ice-hockey | tennis | baseball | equestrian sports | several important sports training centres of Baden Württemberg
nearly 250 sports clubs | countless “active” athletes
Connected with the world through twin cities

Swansea, Wales | Toulon, Frankreich | Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, Berlin | Windsor, Kanada | Riesa, Sachsen | Chișinău, Republik Moldau
Bydgoszcz, Polen | Klaipėda, Litauen | Zhenjiang, China | Haifa, Israel
Qingdao, China

Beyoglu, Türkei | El Viejo, Nicaragua
So: Welcome ...
... and thank you very much for your attention.